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OAKLAND SEVEN INDICTED!

I

FIVE of the indicted Oakland Seven, left
to right: Mike Smith, Steve Hamilton,
Frank Bardacke, Reese Erlich and Terry
Cannon. Not pictured are Bob Mandel
and Jeff Segal.
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NASHVILLE COPS
ATTACK BLACKS

THE MOVEMENT PRESS
4A9 14TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO,CA, 94103

'~irJqaaiferbof'-SNCCln Atlaiiii,,' rG-eorgfar',-January:'~"5
1968. SNCC indicates that there+'h~sbeerfa'complete news
blackout on the story that follows.

On Wednesday, January 16th, two policemen were shot in Nashville, Tenn., one killed,
the other wounded, following an incident which is still not very clear. The Nashville
press has reported that 5 black men were involved in the shooting incident and that
"black power" literature was found in the car. The 5 men were reported to be from
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Starting the' next day, the press in that city immediately began to carry headlines and
stories blaming SNCC and Stokely Carmichael for the shooting. One headline said:
"SNCC Starts Murder Campaign;" on the front of one Nashville daily it was falsely an
nounced that "Stokely Carmichael is in Nashville:' Stories and headlines such as these
have continued all week. It is known that one such victim to be

The infamous Nashville Police Chief "questioned" was horribly beaten during
Sorace has used 'the white press attack his "visit" with the police. Another, a
to convince the Nashville community that, former SNCC~Chairmanin Nashville, was
it is necessary for white folks to arm them- taken from the jail to the prison farm,
selves against the "murderous" black where his"Afro" hair style was cut, and
militants, and that the police force must then he was released.
get more and better "riot" equipment Using these tactics, Police Chief Sorace
to deal with US. has succeeded in frightening the Nashville

Police, armed with "riot" weapons, black community and is adding names to
have flooded the North Nashville black his' 'list" of black folks that he labels
community and completely taken control "subversive:'
of the area. They have picked up over 70 We remind black folks in this country
black people, including 30-40 students that it was Sorace who went to Washington
from the Fisk and Tennessee State A.&I. to "testify" with his stories and "reports"
campus. They are also picking up anyone on SNCC, Stokely Carmichael, "black
who " looks" militant, who wears their power advocates," and the liberation
hair natural, or anyone they just take a school in Nashville. The government is
notion to pick up. using this "testimony" to build their case

These brothers and sisters have been against SNCC and against all of US. We
taken to the police headquarters or jails, remind you that certain "law-makers"
and "questioned," without benefit of legal from Tennessee have asked that Stokely
counsel, and without being able to com- Carmichael be deported from the United
municate with anyone. The interrogation States or tried for "treason:'
lasts anywhere from a few hours to a We would also remind you that Nash-
day, with the cops getting a complete ville is only one example of what the man
run-down on the personal life and polit- is doing to us from New York City to
ical views of those questioned and their Oakland, California, from North to South,
friends. and alI around. ...

How "Conspiracy" Works
All seven are charged under the law

which makes it a felony to conspire to
commit a misdemeanor: in this case,
conspiracy to commit the various mis
demeanors which occurred in Oakland
during October Stop The Draft Week-
obstructing sidewalks, public nuisance,
trespass, and obstructing police officers.
The indictments also charge "ten overt
acts", alleging that the seven "did con
spire, confederate and agree together",
in meetings held between Sept. 27 andOct,
17, to commit the follOWing acts:

--Reese Erlich, on Oct. 5, did arrange
a meeting at Wesley Foundation, Ban
croft and Dana Streets;

--Jeff Segal, on Oct. 7, distributed and
printed leaflets and maps of Oakland to
organize demonstrations at the Oakland
Induction Center on Oct. 16, 17 and the
remainder of the week (during which at
temps were made to shut down the center):

--On Oct. 8, Mike Smith met with other

Talk of repression is anything but talk these days.
Taking their cue from the Boston indicttnents against Dr. Spock, Reverend Coffin and

:he others of the Boston Five, Alameda County D.A. J. Frank Coakley has secured
mdictments from the Grand Jury against seven of the organizers of the October Stop The
Draft Week in Oakland, on charges of "conspiracy:' The Grand Jury, meeting in'Oak
land, issued the indictments on January 24, after an "investigation" of the demonstra
tion which included the subpoenaing of radical Bay Area printers, sympathetic UC faculty
members who refused to testify, and the testimony of UC Dean J an Blais and a UC poli
tical cop.

The Oakland Seven are: Frank Bardacke, a graduate student in political science at
UC, Berkeley: Reese Erlich, recently suspended from UC for anti-draft activities on
campus and subsequently elected to the student government: Steve Hamilton and Mike
Smith, both former UC students dismissed for campus anti-war activities: Bob Mandel,
who withdrew from UC to spend full time on anti-war work: Jeff Segal, national officer
and traveller for SDS: and Terry Cannon, formerly of SNCC and an editor of the MOVE
MENT. All but Bardacke were 01' the SIDW Steering Commit~ee,.

The indictments were instigated by J. parties in Lafayette Square, Oakland, and
Frank Coakley, Oakland's D.A., a well- demonstrated the use of a wooden stick
known rascist and reactionary, who com- as a club:
mented that he had been trying to "get --On Oct. 9, Bob Mandel and Mike
these guys" for a long time. For a look Smith opened a checking account in the
at CoakleyS previous criminal record, see name of Stop The Draft Week at the
p. 3. Wells Fargo Bank in Berkeley;

--On Oct. 14, Steve Hamilton met with
others in Lafayette Square and walked to
the Induction Center with them:

--On the same day Terry Cannon demon
strated use of wooden clubs to others in
Lafayette Square:

--On Oct. 15 Frank Bardacke directed
a walk of others from 23rd & Grove Sts.,
Oakland, to the Induction Center;

---On Oct. 16 Bob Mandel hired and paid
buses .to assemble at Bancroft and Tele
graph Aves., Berkeley to carry persons
to Oakland;

--On Oct. 17 Mike Smith directed per
sons at Sproul Plaza on the UC campus to
mdve to the induction center.

Still unaware of the exact charges, the
five defendants who were in the Bay Area
on Jan. 25 held a brief press conference
and surrendered to the DA's office', Jeff
Segal, who is currently battling the Chicago
courts concerning his draft refusal, and
Terry Cannon, who is on a cross-country
speaking and organizing tour for The
Movement, were unavailable for im-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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EDITORIAL APROPOSAL FOR SELF-DEFENSE

CONSPIRACY AT IOWA

WHERE WEIRE AT
Last month the Movement celebrated its third birthday. The growth and change in

the paper over those years reflects the growth and change in the radical movement
it serves. We began as the monthly newsletter of California Friends of SNCC. For
a long time the paper was edited by one man, who built up contracts, wrote and
solicited articles, and did layout and mailing with the help of a few part time work
ers. Politically, the Movement and the movement were concerned almost exclusive
ly "with civil rights. We wrote par tly for the white liberal who supplied the funds
and partly for the black people and their white allies who worked in the south.

Today the Movement is published by an independent editorial group, based in San
Francisco anct made up of people who have been involved in struggles in various
parts of the country' during the last several years. Following the black people's dec
laration of independence, the beginning of the Black Power movement, the paper
redefined its role. For a time it attempted to act as a buffer between the black
movement and the white community. Now, as both militancy and patient efforts at
organizing have grown in the white community, the Movement has "gone white."
We continue to cover and analyze the movement for black liberatiort, but because
the fate of white radicals and the fate of America is so c10sely tied to what happens
in the black movement, recent issues of the paper have emphasized articles written
by white people engaged in struggles day to day, on the campuses and in the com
mUnities.

Our role is to link committed organizers and potential organizers, and to bring
them news and analysis which will help them continue their work. We are not pro
fessional journalists, but people in a movement trying to communicate our common
struggles and problems. .

Around the country the movement is under increasing attack as the establishment
not only fails to solve but daily increases the basic problems confronting the Ameri
can people. With the present attacks we badly need organs of communication. We
need to relate our everyday political experiences. We must learn from each others'
successes and failures.

If we are to continue to provide the means through which this communication can
go on, the Movement needs your support. We need more than just a check. In May of
last year we made a plea for funds. The response was encouraging and allowed us to
publish for the last several months. Today once again we are in financial distress.
We are in that distress partly because our last plea was answered only with short
run help. We paid our debts, but we failed to get the kind'of long-range support that
only the movement can give us.

WHAT WE NEED

In the past year, the paper has considerably broadened its coverage. We would like
to expand that coverage and begin to pUblish twice a month. We would like to increase
the circulation of the paper as we increase the number of times we print. But in order
to reach more people more often we need a stronger financial base. Most of our money
comes from individual subscriptions. But most of our circulation comes from bulk
subscriptions. People who take bulk subscriptions sell or give away the paper where
~y 'WOrk. W~ need more people to take bulk subscriptions to help .the paper reach
their friends. We also need..peoplewbo read the paper~ly through a bulk" sub
scription to bUy an individual subscription.

We need people to become friends of the MOVEMENT and contribute money regular
ly, each month. If many respond, each pledge need not be large.

We must cover the increases in printing cost and postage that have just taken
effect. We need money if we are to expand, and we need money to pay one or two
staff members. As of now nobody on the Movement staff is paid, although a few work
full time.

Finally we need the people who are working across the country, trying to move this
countrY,to write about their experiences.

This month our editor, Joe Blum, has left for a trip around the country to talk to
people about the movement and the paper's role in that movement. Traveling with him
is Terry Cannon, the founder of the paper, and Mike James, a community organizer
!for JOIN and Chicago Movement staff. Their job is to meet with people and find out
what they think of the MOVEMENT. They are attempting to build coni [acts and get
commitments to write and to distribute the paper. They want to know why people read
Ithe paper, what they like, what they think should be stressed, where we have made
mistakes, how we can improve. They want to meet with small groups of people and to
attend meetings of organizations. We will take seriously what people say to them and
attempt to make the MOVEMENT indispensible to those engaged in struggle. It will
only be indispensible if you make it so. That's the kind of support we are asking for
now.

Cop shoving demonstrator during anti-Dow action at University of Iowa.

By Arlene Eisen Bergman
The last three issues of the Movement

have carried front page stories about the
increaSing repression and persecution of
radicals. The conspiracy indictment of
the Oakland Seven is the latest in a
string of attempts to crush radical ac
tivity which all point to the urgent need
for self-defense. The proposal that fol
lows is a modest one which is not meant
to substitute for long-term organizing
of the JOIN type. This proposal is ad
dressed to students who plan to stay in
school yet continue part-time militant
political activity.

Militant students insist that they won't
be intimidated by the latest crackdown.
But we don't want to amass' a list of
martyrs. It is becoming increasingly ob
vious that even peaceful demonstriitors
will be clubbed and maced. And anyone
in leadership position stands a good chance
of facing felony charges. These are seri
ous threats that can only be met by
careful planning and organization - mili
tant declarations, vaseline ~nd motor
cycle helmets are not enough. '

Need Allies
We need allies. We must translate the

widespread d if f use disenchantment of
large numbers of non-movement-type peo
ple into active articulat'e support for our
attempts to disrupt and resist th~ war
machine.

In planning and organizing for the next
anti-draft week or any other mass action
a campaign against our ownisolation must
have first priority. This means that the
masses of people who will demonstrate
should take part in organizing the cam

,paign from the very beginning. They don't
just come to the' last meeting for instruc
tions. They become precinct workers, let's
say, two months in advance. They go door
to door explaining our position personally
to people.

Press Distorts

We cannot depend on the pre,ss, as we
have in the past, to communicate for us.
Of course, they distort our ideas and ac
tions. But even the relatively favorable
coverage that we occasionally get cannot
gain us much support. People have been
trained to have a certain set response to
anything they read or hear in the mass
media. What comes through to them is
remote, uncontrollable; unrelated to any
thing that has personal meaning to them.
The reaction is usually "Oh, they're at
it again" (pass the ketchup) - whether
the news is of bombing, police brutality,
demonstrating or presidential speech
making.

This is why the most important part of
a campaign to gain support would be door
to - door canvassing. Once inside some
one's home, the purpose would be to ex
plain as openly and sincerely,as possible
our views of the war and why we think the
demonstration in the offing deserves sup
port. There can be no rigid line - alot
depends on initial reactions. But we should
always keep in mind that our primary
goal is to explain ourselves, without being
apologetic or compromising. (yVe are not
out to get the most votes possible, butto be
understood). While the campaign would

A grand jury "investigation" following
a December 5 protest against Dow Chem
ical recrUiting on the University of Iowa
campus has resulted in a number of seri
ous indictments and arrests. Seven of the
anti-war activists, mostly U of Iowa stu
dents, have been arrested on charges of
conspiracy and three mQre were at the
same time charged with resisting arrest.
These are in addition to a number of ar
rests on the day of the demonstration.
but include the conspiracy arrests that
day of two people who, having been in the
possession of walkie-talkies, were easy
targets for the cops. The seven are
charged with having "conspired and con
federated with a wrongful and malicious
intent to do an -injurious act to the po
lice."

The police have not yet been charged

be defined by a specific event, whatever
rapport that we established would spill
over into related activities in Chicago,
for instance.

Of course, if we are received enthu
siastically, we can escalate our requests
from' 'please try to understand" to' 'would
you sign a petition of support, come to one
of our meetings, take part in this cam
paigning, demonstrate?" We might ask
people to contribute money, but this is not
our central goal. Super-markets, laun
der-mats, restaurants and other public
places should be saturated with clear in
formational leaflets. With a little imagina
tion many other techniques to gain support
could be used. All political campaigns do
not have to be electoral campaigns.

Such a campaign would serve a double
purpose. It would communicate more ef
fectively "what we're at again" and why.
This is only the first step toward gaining
active support -It would only mean per
haps that next time Mayor Alioto of San'
Franciscp would not have the nerve to call
us "neo-fascists" to justify his own bru
tality. But there's a chance (we don't know
cause we haven't tried) that the next time
our numbers will be a greater after a cam
paign like this or that district attorneys
and police chiefs would restrain them
selves in anticipation of a loud outcry from
the community in our support.

Good Practice

The organization of this kind of cam
paign would have another purpose. Cam
paigners would meet regularly to exchange
experiences and new techniques developed
in practice. In trying to communicate our
own position to "outsiders" we can clarify
our own ideas and learn new organizational
techniques. Each precinct worker becomes
part of the demonstrating organization
the start and has a personal stake in par
ticipating (each new supporter the cam
paigner enlists helps to p~otect the cam
paig-Eer). _o,u.r ownrLn!._~nd file would
have a meaningfui part to p1a-y in"ft"aaicaI
activity on a long term-basis. Such, par
ticipation might help to democratize 0t¥"
own internal organization.

It is partly our fault that potential sup
porters tell us "I agree with your goals,
but not with your means" or, "Sure, the
system is brutal, but you must be peace
ful." We must give more than lip service
to overcoming these attitudes. As long as
we remain so isolated, we cannot effec
tively resist repression of ourselves, let
alone fight our larger struggle. .....
f"''' ~., .,."..

~I MUSLIM PRISONERS ~
GET MINISTER

_ ATLANTA (Liberation News Service)_
- - Muslim prisoners at the Federal_

I

Penitentiary in Atlanta will finally Ob-I
tain their own Muslim minister Glt gov
ernment expense, according to a ruling
filed in Federal District Court January
12. The ruling is the successful result

_of a hard fight by black groups for full_
_rights for black prisoners. _
....~ MI'~ ~~..

with conspiracy and confederating to do
an injurious act to the demonstrators,
despite the careful planning and intent
obviously involved in their coming from
throughout Iowa, armed with clubs and
mace, and the subsequent violence per- "
petrated upon many of the non-resisting
demonstrators by them.

The beatings, macings and arrests ty
pical police handling of recent anti-war
demonstrations throughout the country
resulted in much more support for the
demonstrators than had been seen on a
demonstration there November I, when 108
protestors were arrested. This new sup
port is thought to have brought about the
new wave of repression in an attempt to
stamp out what must appear, to most
Iowans; like the onset of the Revolution.
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STOP THE DRAFT WEEK CONSPIRACY CHARGES Con't from page 1
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Earl's

MOVEMENT CARS GET
TENDER LOVING CARE

AT

VOLKSWAGEN

1830 SAN PABLO AVE.
BERKELEY

ing Newsom to prison on an unrelated
robbery charge. and he constantly proddeC
the Adult Authorities never to releaSE
Newsom. It later became known that thE.
prosecution had suppressed evidence.

So . . . the names of the victims haVE'
been changed, but J. Frank Coakley reo
mains. These are only the highlights of c.

distinguished law enforcement career. Hh:
activities during the Free Speech Movemen.
and the Vietnam Day Committee actions a':
Berkeley are well documented. CoakleY'1
past record also indicates a fondness fOl
conspiracy charges.

At present his office is handling the Hue)
Newton' case. as well as the conspiraq
indictments of the Oakland Seven for Stor:
the Draft Week. .....

effort to repress political speech and ac
tion in the US.

Bettina Aptheker charged that if there
is a conspiracy, it is by the US govern-

. ment, and not by youthful draft pro
testers." Referring to the conspiracy
charges, she said "They didn't conspire
to break laws, but to stop the war. If
that is illegal, damn it to hell. If there
is a conspiracy," she went on, it is a
conspiracy to crush the anti-war move
ment, and it is taking place in Oakland,
in Washington, in the CIA and in the Pen-
tagon." .

Militant anti-war activists through
out the Bay Area are responding to these
new attempts at intimidation and sup
'press1M-by~slng~ceorman-
anti-war activities and by organizing an
intensive political defense campaign for
the Oakland Seven. Funds for the defense
are needed, and contributions should be
sent to:

Stop The Draft Week Defense Fund
233 Lake Drive
Berkeley, California 94708 •

No picture of the recent conspiracy in
dictments in Oakland would be complete
without some mention of the past record
of Oakland's D.A., J. Frank Coakley.

Coakley made his prosecution debut in
1944. At the time he was a legal officer
in the Navy. A munitions ship blew up in
Port Chicago and over 300 people were
killed. Most of the dead were black men,
brought from the South to work. There was
a work stoppage after the. explosion, over
unsafe working conditions. Fifty black men
were prosecuted by the ·Navy for mutiny,
and J. Frank handled the case.

Coakley attempted to prove an organiZ
ed conspiracy. The men received up to 15
years in prison. Said J. Frank, "Any man
so depraved as to be afraid to load ammu
nition deserves no leniency." Thurgood
Marshall was an observer at the trial and
wrote a report describing it as an instance
of- the Navy's discrimination.

As i?istrict Attorney of Oakland, Coak~ey
continued true to form. Perhaps his most
notable past case was the trial of an 18
year old plack man, JerryNewsom, for"
murder. Newsom, who worked as a shoe
shiner, was accused of killing a white Oak
land pharmacist and his black assistant.

ln the Newsom case, Coakley and his
cohorts failed to get a conviction, even
after three trbls. Two ended with hung
juries, and one conviction was reversed
by the California Supreme Court.

Coakley did s!Jcceed, however, in send-

THE CRIMINAL RECORD
OF

J. FRANK COAKLEY

ousness of the coming struggle, the
ppssible need to be more secretive. "This
isn't a game" he emphasized. "This
system will strike back when attacked
where it is vulnerable."

The follOWing day an even larger rally
heard several speakers call for continued

.protest and resistance as a means of
shoWing support for Huey Newton and for
the Oakland Seven.

Karen Koonan, an active member of the
STDW s tee l' in g committee, smilingly
charged the DA and Grand Jury with male
chauvinism, and challenged them to arrest
her also. She emphasized the need to re
late to the rest of society to build strength
for the movement.

Bobby Seale of the Black Panthers
called DA Coakley a "racist dog," but he
also called for militant blacks and anti
war whites to join forces, commenting:
'·'I'm not going to argue black and white;
I stopped being a racist a long time ago."
He tied the tripling ot' police forces and
the increase of troops in Vietnam to the

THE MO \T~~~J1:~ 'I I'

Protest, anger, determination to resist
the dual tactics of intimidation and re
pression, and a strong defense committee,
have marked the reaction to the indict
ments. Top Bay area lawyers have begun
working on the defense. (Attorney Garry,
defending Huey Newton, is first of all
attacking the legitimacy oftheGrandJury,
charging it is biased and, for black' and
poor people, certainly not a "jury oftheir
peers".) The UC campus responded with
two days of rallies, at which bail and
defense money was raised.

At the rally Thursday, when the indict
ments were announced, philosophy pro
fessor Richard Lichtman spoke of the im
portance of continuing to do battle against
the system, "a system", he commented,
"we have to bring down." He spoke of the
force and violence used by the system
against those who break its rules & whom
it terms criminal. But questioning the
concept of criminality, Lichtman noted,
"This system does not think it criminal
to burn villages With napalm, but does think
it criminal to stand in certain place~ and
protest that act." He warned of the seri-

they were harassing the defendants." The
five were finally released sometime after
4 P.M.

Defense Committee

CLEVELAND DRAFT
UNION RAIDED

CLEVELAND -The office of the Cleve
land Draft Resistance Union was broken
into over the weekend of January 21. Cash
and checks totaling about $100 were taken,
along with a set of files including legal
information, clippings, correspondence and
inquiries on individual draft cases. The
personal contact file was not in the office
at the time.

Also taken were some papers on the
desk which included the names and phone
numbers of a few of the people involved
in direct action in Cleveland.

The raid was apparently a direct at
tempt to cripple the Draft Union's work
and perhaps also to get information for
future prosecution. It was a professional
- possibly an inside - job. Five locks
were opened in the process of getting into
the office building and the suite of offi
ces.
• It was the second time since this sum- 
mer that Draft Union offices had been
raided. Blacks against the Draft, a CDRU
local, was broken into in September and
its office-apartment left a shambles.

The Draft Resistance Union believe that
this raid will be followed by trumped
up indictments or McCarthy-like investi
gation.

The offices of the Local Peace Mobili
zation and the Student Mobilization were
also broken into. ...
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mediate surrender. but indicated through
their lawyers they would do so in the
near future.

Make It Bigger & Better

KJK MEMORIAL ISSUE

Speaking for the entire Seven, Bardacke
said they viewed the charges as one more
step in the attempted repression of anti
war forces. Their only "crime", he de
clared, was to advocate militant action
against the war. Our only response, he
stated, should be that we continue to do
our anti-war work, and step it up and
make the nex~_STOW bigger and better."

Bail, originally set at $6250 apiece,
was lowered Fr~day morning to $1250,

~ anda-;waiting bail bondsman expec-ted to
have the defendants out of jail in time
for them to join a 2 o'clock rally sup
porting Huey Newton, Black Panther Min
ister of Defense indicted by the same
Grand Jury on charges of murdering a
policeman. But in typical, brazen harrass
ing tactics, the Sheriff's office had the five
transferred from the holding jail in the
Oakland Courthouse to the jail compound
at Santa Rita, some distance outside of
Oakland. There, despite the availability
of the bondsman, they were re-booked,
strip-searched, sprayed with insecticide,
and put in the compound. The guards
during this time, according to attorney
Alex Hoffman, "giggled and made it clear
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THE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION

A CHALLENGE TO ORGANIZERS
Rennie Davis, one of the founders of SDS, was in the Bay

Area last month. The Movement took that opportunity to
talk to him about the new mood in the country and the
direction of the movement in the coming year. Davis was
once the director of ERAP and an organizer for JOIN until
late in 1966. Since then he has been the director for the
Center for Radical Research. He recently returned from
a trip to North Vietnam.

be allowed to come to Chicago, so long
as they give their support to a policy
of ending racism and the war. I favor
letting the delegates meet in the Inter
national Amphitheater and making our
demands and the actions behind those
demands escalate in militancy as the Con
vention proceeds and as the TV's drum
int,o everyone's home that we're moving
tow'lrds a Johnson-Nixon "choice". I
would like to see us be able to carry our
incredible, imaginative actions even
against Chicago's blanket injunction that
will prohibit all demonstrations. Even
against the two l;S Army regiments that
will be "protectin~" the convention, I
would like to see the delegates confronted
by masses of people each day, organized
perhaps by that constitu,ency which leads
a particular struggle--one day for edu
cation, one for we lfarp. , one for women.
one for black people, and so on.

- CONTINUED ON PAGE 11

Sophisticated Movement
There should be elbow room in Chicago

for a national youth festival, a women's
army marching on the US troops, several
thousand people who call "their" dele
gate promptly at 7:00 am and midnight to
ask to meet him to discuss the issues of
war and race, doctors who march on the
troops demanding to speak to the dele
gates about the children of Vietnam; etc.,
etc. I would like, in other words, for us
to create a more sophisticated movement
machinery for this late August meeting
than we have previously had and which
we need as we enter this new period.
I would hope that this machinery would
be .used by the widest possible political
forces opposed to the war, that it would
be used to appeal broadly to the Ameri
can people, not just to ourselves, but
that it be used in the end to release the
real power of our many forces in a new

keep his lead and sail through the Re
publican Convention. McCarthy's can
didacy has little chance of catching fire.
And Kennedy seemingly has no primary
strategy at all. We shall see. lf the Re
publicans give Americans no "choice"
on the issue of the war, and the Demo
crats, whose convention follows the Re
publican's, go to Chicago with Johnson
fully in control, millions of people are
going to feel doors closing on their high
school conception of American democracy,
millions are going to be asking, what
now? The question of what the movement
says to such people at this time should
guide our planning for the confrontation,
in my view.

I think we can do better than attempting
to prevent the convention from taking
place, as some have suggested by closing
down the city on the first day of pre
convention activity. The delegates should

THE MOVEMENT: What do you see hap
pening at the Demo
cratic Convention?

DA VIS: Forthis particular action, I believe
we will be guided in part by Establish
ment events and political factors not yet
known. There is every indication today that
Nixon, the Republican frontrunner, will

the militancy and the new tactics make
the acts tremendously important to Viet
nam and other people's movements around
the world, useful in changing the image of
blacks toward white students, important
for the education and consciousness ofthe
participants, and appealing to certain--not
all--segments of the American population.
This last by-product--who we appeal to and
whom we alienate--is important and, as
I suggested before, should give direction
to our strategy. It should guide our think
ing, for example, at the Democratic Con
vention this August.

Democratic Convention

of such a program is already begin
ning to form, I think. There will be
several evaluatative conferences and plan
ning meetings in the anti-war move
ment at the beginning of the year. These
gatherings might begin by comptcmiseon
a specific period of days for the "inter
national days of resistence, 10 days to
shake the Empire", etc. The spring re
sistence will be followed by several calls
for local organizing drives in the early
Summer. The summer organizing activity,
for many people, will be capped by the
Chicago Democratic Convention demon
stration--the most massive confrontation
of the war-makers yet. The fall will see
a new wave of local organizing--in anti
johnson, anti-Nixon campaigns, around
local war crimes tribunals, in working
class black and white communities, on the
campus for the resistence etc. If the two
eandidates' get through the campaign and
the election is actually held, I feel cer
tain that the movement will greet the new
President in Washington with a special
inaugural message of our own.

As I say, these five or six events
or programs represent only a shadowY
outline of what can be seen coming. What
I consider to be our task is the sharpen
ing of such an outline, making it as
specific as possible, making it absolutely
clear how one participates, and finding
new means of communicating its content
to the young people of this country. It
requires that we define ways that the or
ganizers of mass confrontations can assist
in the recruitment of people who will join
local organizing projects. It demands that
we develop a political relationship among
people active at the two levels of work, so
as to make possible a new interpretation
to Americans of the road we are follow
ing in the next period, a strategy specific
enough that "uninvolved radicals" might
see ways to get on that road and stay on
that road.
Organizing More Relevant

Now between the two emphases of the
movement, I have always seen local
organizing as the more relevant. The most
difficult work, though in my view the most
important, is the organization of specific
constituencies that can offer a community
radical political education, power to com
bat effectively certain self-interest is
sues, a forum for people sl::eking new
definitions for their lives and their work,
and a method for relating the specific
constituency to other parts of the move
ment. I have tended to regard national
demonstrations as relatively insignificant
in comparison to the task of creating
permanent local organization. I see us
moving from strong local projects to
regional structures to some kind of func
tional equivalent to a radical national
party. That scenario is a whole interview
in itself.

Those of us who have held this view
and made this emphasis in our work,
however, should recognize that demon
strations, especially in the past four to
five months, have exhibited in several
instances a new power for radicaliZing
those involved and terrorizing those
against whom the power is directed. Both

Until the Inauguration
The dozen months from now until the

Presidential inauguration is one such
period tbat could be filled in with a
national program. The shape or outline

THE MOVEMENT: What do you think the major concerns of the movement'are? Where
do you see the movement going? There seems to be a "new mood" in
the white movement. How do you see that?

DAVIS: A "new mood" in the country and the movement is evident, extending in
my opinion, significantly beyond Oakland, Madison and \White hall, beyond the mobile,
half-organized, half-spontaneous white demonstrators who in the last four months have
made it plain to anyone who reads a paper that some at least are getting damn serious.
Behind the people who may be comprising a kind of front line, a more general mood
exists, fed by the deep public insecurity about the war and the cities. It's mostly young,
mostly immature politically, mostly rep-
resenting, in my view, a mass surfacing
of radical instincts. I've met recently
some of its representatives--in Iowa:
Champaign, Illinois: Williamsburg, Vir
ginia--and have several impressions.
johnson, not us, is the organizer and to
a considerable extent the political edu
cator of these people. And the relation
ship of the organized movement to the
human beings who shape the' 'new mood"
is both tenuous and limited. We plug in
with them at national peace rumbles like
the October mobilization, then we unplug.

Now you ask about the major concerns
and direction of the movement. My con
cern is how does the conscious, organ
ized part of our movement, the people
who for the past four years have become
comfortable in a language alien to most
Americans, the people who have con

,solidated radical organizations, developed
" ~tbelr ",Unes", and engaged themselves

seriously .in debate about' ttrei'~ta'tfve

radicalness of organizing around the draft
versus organizing around welfare or con
fronting centers of imperialism versus
centers of induction, how do these
radicals now open themselves to the
potential of the' 'new mood".

I believe this question should help guide
our direction as a movement.
THE MOVEMENT: Could you be more

s p e c if i c about the
direction you see?

DAVIS: Among radicals, there have been
two major emphases of activity--that which
supports and works for massive demon
strations and confrontations of the Es
tablishment: and that which supports and
works for the creation of permanent,
radical organization, organization built on
a day-to-day basis, generally around peo
ple's self interest issues, generally from
the bottom-up. The argument about which
emphasis one should make is of great
importance and must and will be con
sidered again and again. But this polarity
of tendencies has tended to limit close
cooperation between organizations and
people acting out the two emphasis and
thereby limit the possibility of a coopera
tive strategy, which I believe we must
have if the movement is to provide direc
tion to those hundreds of thousands who
are getting their liberal philosophies
rubbed raw by johnson's open applica
tion of that philosophy's darker principals.

I believe it would be helpfUl to define
specific national objectives and a national
strategy of work for the movement for
given periods of time--a perspective that
represents the compOSite programs of the
significant left organizat~'Jns and includes
national calls for both local organizing
and national confrontations, a national
program that could be more widely com
municated than any single communica
tions network could now manage. It would
require a new Willingness to push each
other's thing and a new openness among
people with different emphases of work.
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RUSK AT THE FAI RMONT

PEACEFUL DEMONSTRATIONS NOT ALLOWED

8: 'and Victor's brother Esequiel, father
of 10, new hardships have appeared as
the families, out of money and without
support, have run out of food supplies. A
food raising drive has begun in Albuquer
que by the Alianza and some gringo allies.
The Alianza's General Office -1010 3rd
St. NW, Albuquerque, NM 871 01 - has put
out a call for assistance in raising money
for the bond, for food, for other defense
expenses. Appeals from other Alianza
leaders for telegrams, petitions, letters,
actions and demonstrations of support and
solidarity have been made to people around
the country. Protests have been received
from MAPA in California, from H. Rap
Brown in SNCC's name and others. Much,
much more is needed -for a real crisis
is looming and in many ways this is becom
ing the Selma of La Raza's struggle for
freedom in the Southwest. Protests to the
Governor, the courts, etc. are sought.

On January 19 District Judge Joe AngeI,
who signed the bond revocation order last
January 3, refused a defense ,motion to
postpone the preliminary hearings for the
trial set for January 29 ij Rio Arriba
County because of the unfavorable climate.
And so justice goes merrily on itf' way
to the gas chambers in the Colonial South
west as new repressiun dnd a thinly veiled
police state sets in behind the facade of
law and order.

At least 62 people were arrested and .
beaten in the Fairmont demonstration.
The Fairmont Defense needs money and
witnesses. lf you were present, you may
be able to provide some vital informa
tion or testimony. Witnesses and con
tributors should call Attorney Joe Ryan
at WE 1-7363 or the Peace and Free
dom Party, 55 Colton St. San Francisco
(431-0383).

-- ---------

'Rap Brown, LeRoi Jones 
$1.50 each.

23rd demonstration.
The Fairmont demonstration r a i s e s

some important questions that must be

MJrMJr MJr~ ~~

vent $emi_8PODtaneQ'Is C!PWQDstration§..
that might occur under such conditions?
At this stage, the fight is far too serious,
repression too evident, for us to be let
ting people "take to the streets" un
prepared, simply because a handy target
appears.

Demonstrations are an important part
of the movement. and can serve as catylyst.
educator, and, if done correctly, one ele
ment of power. But if demonstrations are

. to serve as advance, rather than self
destruction, care must be taken. The
choice left to us is to cease demonstra
ting, or to make damned sure we are
ready. Each protest, each target, each act
of resistance from now on must be care
fully weighed and worked out. -analyzed
and prepared for in advance. •

discussed. lf it is true that no adequate
preparation could be made, is it not per
haps our responsibility to limit or pre-

CONTINUES
by appealed promp.tly to the US Supreme
Court.

On the evening of January 18, as the
sixteen defendants were prepared to post
bond that has been raised, they learned
that an additional charge and bond had
been fixed. District Judge James Scabor
ough announced that Santa Fe D.A. Alfon
so "Uttle Joe McCarthy" Sanchez had
charged all defendants with" assault with
intent to kill" as a result of the shooting
of State Cop Nick Sais last June 5th dur
ing the Tierra Amarilla uprising. Scar
borough ordered the defendants to remain
in jail until they could post an additional
$10,000 cash bond or $20,000 property
bond. This for an ill retired man; Reies'·
teenage son and daughter: men whose
families have run out of money and food.
Since the defendants heard the new charges
they have begun a hunger strike in the State
Pen at Cerrillos, New Mexico.

The wives and families ofthe defendants
appeared at the Governor's office January
20 to protest. The Governor claimed that
he had "nothing to do with their arrests
or being in prison." The governor forgot
that it was he who hysterically screamed
on "J anuary '3rd that the bonds should be
revoked and all the freedom fighters
picked up.

In the case of several defendants: To
bias Leyba: Victor Dominguez, father of

HARRASSMENT

Need Education
Such organization could be constantly

educating and radicalizing new people,
pulling them into the movement. And it
might also serve to re-educate the old
activists and deepen their understanding
of what they're doing. Those groups which
now exist - both permanent and ad hoc 
have been failing in this task.

Minimally, perhaps, we could train a
permanent self-defense squad who would'
function as monitors at all demonstrations.
as has been done in LA since the June

going organization which would keep us
informed and prepared, helping to elimi
nate the chaotic character of last minute
action.

..... -

Posters by Ervin Cobbs
available from The Movement

in this direction. We must begin to develop
the tactics and training to enable us to
separate cops as they separate us, to sur
round and stop those who attack us.

Lack of organization and strategy was
accompanied by lack of political direction
and education. In New York, the SOS
contingent had a well-developed anti
imperialist which came across in at least
movement and left-press reporting of
the event. Cle~rly, SOS was not able to
communicate this perspective to the mass
of the demonstrators at the Hilton, but
the idea did come across in leaflets and
newspapers.

It can be argued, that given the shortness
of time, no adequate preparation couldhave
been made for this demonstration. We
clearly need a political-practical and on-

Need Organization
But far more important than bodily prep

aration, there was no organization. For
example, there were no monitors. At a
time when the term "monitor" no longer
means the person who tells you to walk
in single file, but the person responsible
for co-ordinating your movements to pro
vide maximum safety and effectiveness,
monitors are indispensable.

In Oakland SlDW there were some signs
of the movement being able to protect and
rescue people from the cops. In SF people
watched helplessly as the cops - who are
well-trained and almost always operate as
a unit - scattered and isolated, beat and
arrested. There were a few occasions of
individual heroism in protecting others,
and cases of bricks and bottles being used
to prevent or limit beatings. But the move
ment as a whole showed no co-ordination

TIJERINA

The attempts by the State of New Mexico
to turn back the Mexican liberation move
ment by legally tangling up the Alianza
Federal de los Pueblos Ubres and remov
ing Reies Lopez Tijerina from action has
taken some new turns since the last report
in THE MOVEMENT Uanuary).

On January 16 the State Supreme Court
in Santa Fe handed down its "speedy
decision" on the revocation of bond for
the twenty June 5 defendants who were re
arrested in an attempt to frame ther(l for
'the January 2 murder of Rio Arriba
County cop and jailer Eulogio Salazar.
The Supreme Court ruled that 16 of the
20 defendants could be released if they
posted another bond - $2,500 from an
authorized surety company or $5,000 if
Plirsonal surities are secured. The court
magnanimously ruled that District Attor
ney Joe Angel had no right to grant bail
last summer to Reies Lopez Tijerina: to
Juan Valdez; to Tobias Leyba, fath~r and
sole support for not only his 16 children
but also his 90 year old grandmother;
or to Baltazar Apodaca, in his 70's and
in poor health. These four will be held
without bond until the trial. Albuquerque'
lawyer Lawrence Tappia, a defense attor
ney, announced that this decision will

JAMES A. KENNEDY from Albuquerque,
New Mexico

In both cases, there was a high-level
emotional response to Rusk - an easily
indentifiable e n e m y'. This response
brought out more numbers than just "hard
core" demonstrators. In both cases Rusk
was speaking at an exclusive hotel, sym
bolic of the corporate elite which feeds
on the imperialism of which the war in
Vietnam is a part. In both cases blood
was used as a symbol, and real blood
was the response of the cops. In New
York; people had longer to prepare and
were somewhat better organized. But in
both, real direction and leadership in
utilizing safe and effective tactics was
missing. ._

True, in San Francisco there was an
extremely short time in which to prepare.
But those of us who have been active ....;.
especially in Oakland SlDW - cannot
afford to hide behind this excuse. In the
day or day-and-a-half in which we knew
of Rusk's appearance, no attempt was made
to get together and discuss the demonstra
tion fully. TIle reasons for and implica
tions of a demonstration: the rationale be
hind it: the best strategy and tactics:
communication with the crowd and the
public through news media: self-defense,
and the other important questions were
never hashed out.

Someone put out a leaflet, encouraging
people to come and be prepared, and the
rest. of us decided on no more than to
attend the demonstration. Most went ill
prepared personally, even those who knew
better. A few more helmets. None carried
shields or wore protective clothing. None
wore or carried vaseline or wet cloths
as protection against mace.

By Karen Wald

Compare New York
The unpreparedness and naivete with

which even experienced demonstrators
went into this demonstration requires
analysis. It may be important to note the
parallels -and the differences between the,
Rusk demonstration at the Hilton Hotel in
any and the one at the Fairmont in San
Francisco.

~., .,., .,~

The bursting of a blood-filled balloon
was the signal and the excuse for San
Francisco police to brutally break up a
peaceful anti-war picket on January 11.
The picket was held at the Fairmont
Hotel, where Dean Rusk addressed a
meeting of the Commonwealth Club, a
conservative businessman's organiza
tion.

After allOWing the picketing to continue
for some time, the police moved in,
helmeted for riot-duty. The police line
moved - slowly at first - then breaking
into a run, beating and arresting anyone
who fell or ran too slowly. The police
knocked down and arrested people as
many as 4-6 blocks from the Fairmont.
People were kicked, clubbed, and maced.

The church (Grace Cathedral) offered
no sanctuary. Demonstrators who sought
refuge there were at first afforded pro
tection by a priest backed'up by TV cam
eras. But later, when the cameras were
gone, the police ignored the priest and
entered the Cathedral, arresting those
seeking shelter.

The initial response of the demonstra
tors to the brutal police assault was
shock, amazement, fear, then anger. Once

'the shock was overcome, people began
to scream. Finally, finding stones, sticks,
and bottles in the- street, people began to
throw things. These actions, coming
AFTER the police attacks which provoked
them, were later cited as the cause of the
police assault. Actually, the only action
that preceded the attack was the sym
bolic bursting of the blood-filled bal
loons.

-were arrested. But others, new people,
people who happened by to join a peacefUl
picket for a while were also arrested.
And some people were just waiting for a
bus, or walking outside their home.

San Francisco's Mayor, Alioto, a "lib
eral" Democrat elected last November
with, strong labor support, called the
demonstrators "neo - fascist student"
types and praised the police for their
efficiency. He cited the blood on the Fair
mont door as the triggering incident
for the attack. Alioto w,\s quoted in the
January 13 Oakland Tribune as saying,
"Any charges of police brutality in the
light of this situation is totally false •..
if charges of police brutality are brought
up by. any of those arrested ... they would
not have enough evidence to support such
allegations."

It was the Mayor who, several hours
before the demonstration, gave instruc
tions to the police to clear away the dem
strators no matter how peaceful they
were.

Choice ofVictims
The selection of victims was a combi

nation'of political pin-pointing of activists
and arbitrary chan'Ce. 'Berkeley activists
pointed out by the Berkeley "red squad"

A very straight corporation lawyer,
was arrested 4 blocks away" beaten,
maced and thrown into the. paddy wagon.
There, his continued screams about his
"rights" and that he "didn't DO any

'thing ," prompted the response from an-
other arrested demonstrator, "Of course
you did something." "No, I didn't do
ANYTHING'" "You were arrested,
weren't you?" "Yes, but ..." "Then
you must have d(llIe something." "No, I
didn't do ANYTHINGI" insisted the law
yer. still not understanding. "You stu
pid motherfucker" disgustedly spat out
the demo,lstrator, •'NONE of us did any
thingl"

--------~~ ~.,
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By Noel Ignatin

Many white radiC"lls have begun to talk about the need to organize working class
whites. As one active movement figure put it, "We now see that the people we used to
refer to as 'working class fascists' are the very ones we have to reach."

As we all know a large share of the credit for this new attention on the part of white
radicals belongs to SNCC. Of course, even before SNCC took its stand on black power,
there were some people, such as SCEF and JOIN, who felt that the main task for white

radicals was organizing other whites. But SNCC, by telling its white supporters that their
role should be organizing whites for the black people to form coalitions with, pushed
thousands of people into a new awareness.

In my opinion, this new awareness is healthy.
However, along with this new and correct realization has come the baggage of old,

unchallenged and incorrect concepts which, if allowed to prevail, will certainly undo any
positive work in this field.

RUSK
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climax in the railroad strike of 1877, can'
be traced to the failure of American
labor, as a whole, to join with black labor
in the South to preserve the democratic
advances of the Reconstruction Era. In his
great work, " Black Reconstruction", Du
Bois put forward ideas which should make
us all think long and hard. On page 353 he
wrote, "The South, after the war, pre
sented the greatest opportunity for a real
national labor movement which the nation
ever saw or is likely to see for many
decades. Yet the labor movement, with
but few exceptions, never realized the
situation. It never had the intelligence
or knowledge, as a whole, to see in black
slavery and Reconstruction the kernel
and meaning of the labor movement in the
United States."

The defeat of Populism was due to its
tendency to compromise with, and ulti
mately capitulate to white supremacist
pressure to "abandon the Negro" ~ee

Woodward biography of Tom Watson on
this subject.)

The halting of the labor movement's
advances at the end of the 1930's, and its
reversal and defeat in the years after
World War II, was due to the same failure
to challenge white supremacy. lf anyone
doubts this, let him consider why the CIa,
after having organized U.S. Steel, GM and
GE by 1940, paused on the brink of the
South and turned back, permitting itself
to be co-opted by the Roosevelt Ad
ministration.

In the three great eras of struggle 1
have cited, probably the three gre..ltest
in post-Civil War history, in the final
analysis the matter came down to this:
the power structure was able to solve its
problems with the white workers' 'within
the family", by offering them privileges.
By accepting these privileges, the white
workers turned their back not merely on

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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the white-skin privilege, white workers
have generally preferred to unite with the
boss to maintain their privileges rather
than unite with the black people to destroy
all privilege.

And this is the rub for our movement.
History shows that, whenever masses of
white poor have been radicalized and
brought into struggle, the power structure
has been able to hold out the crumb of
the white-skin privilege, br~aking any
developing coalition and struggle.
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Why Others Failed
The defeat of the great struggles of

the labor movement, which began after the
depression of 1873 and reached their

and determined result of the operatiO{l'
of certain blind laws, as something in
stitutionalized, beyond the control, right
now, of any sector of the people involved
in its workings.

Those who argue thus should consider
the follOWing question: if the bosses are
always screaming about high labor costs,
why don't they simply hire the cheapest
labor there is, namely black and brown
labor 7 The reason is that, for the bosses,
the few cents an hour they would save
in wages would be far outweighed by the
growth in working class solidarity that
would follow if all workers were on ex
actly the same footing. (For information
on how the color line was erected in a
single industry, in this case the cotton
mill industry in the South, for the pur
pose of buying off the poor whites, see
W. j. Cash's classic "The Mind of the
South" or Broadus Mitchell's "The Rise
of Cotton Mills in the South" .)

Certainly, national oppression goes
hand-in-hand with imperialism, but that
is not to say that it is an institution, or
that it should in any sense be considered
too deeply entrenched to be challenged.
White supremacy exists simply because
sufficient numbers of white people, in
cluding white workers, have not been
rallied to fight it - black people have
never stopped fighting it. And the reason
why white workers have not fought white
supremacy, have in fact acquiesced in
and cooperated with it, is that they enjoy
their privileged status.

No Self-Interest Coalitions
Now, my point of disagreement with

the approach I summarized earlier is
this: I don't believe it is possible to build·

. coalitions of black and white on the basis
of the self-interest of each, if the self
interest of the whites means the main

. tainance of white supremacy and the white
skin privilege.

1 would state, from my own experience
,as a worker and my travels among
workers, that there are very few w1)ite
workers who would object to having the
Negroes "brought up to our level." Most
white workers would be pleased if all the
black people had a decent job and a place
to live, as good as the whites' anyhow.

But if there are not enough jobs to go
around, then the great majority of white
workers are quite willing to invoke their
privilege and say "me first", thus making
them active partners in the exclusion
and oppression of the black people.

Under the system of private profit, all
workers compete in the sale of their
labor power; yet their general tendency
is to unite. However, because the com
petition between black and white workers
is no~ an equal one, but is weighted by

...-
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LEARN THE LESSONS OF U.S. HISTORY

Thus, while the ordinary white workers
are severely exploited, they are also
privileged. White supremacy is a deal
between the exploiters and a part of the
exploited, . at the expense of the rest of
the exploited - in fact, the original sweet
heart agreement I

Some may argue that it can't be called
a deal, since most of those participating
on either side are not conscious of where
they fit in, that it is more accurate to
consider white supremacy as the simple

Exploited But Privileged

Among many radicals who have begun
to tackle seriously the task of orgimiz
ing working class whites there is an ap-

. proach which shows that we - the move
ment as a whole - have failed to learn
the lessons of U.S. history, and specif
ically the lessons of past experiences in
large movements of downtrodden whites.

The approach I am criticizing I would
summarize as follows: find the issues
which immediately affect the people we
are trying to reach, and which they feel
most keenly. Organize around these is
sues and, as the people are drawn more

'into struggle in their own interest, they
will come to see, with our help, who are
their friends and enemies. Specifically,
coalitions between poor white and black
will develop from each fighting for his
own Ifself-interest" and coming to see
that there is a common enemy, the rich
white man.

I think there is no need to cite docu
ments for the above, as everyone in
volved will recognize it as a fair sum
mary of a very popular approach.

I don't think it can succeed.
What is the greatest barrier to the

development of working class conscious
ness and soli'aarity in the U.S.7 White
supremacist thinking, both now and in
the past.

White supremacist thinking, while it is
part of a mind-set, is not a pure ques
tion of ideology. It has real roots in the
practice of white supremacy. the gen
eral oppression of blacks by whites.

The Al Capones who run this C()untry
have made a deal with the labor officials

•.,...,..---- an<i:-through them, with the totality of
white working people. The terms of the
deal, which was a long time in the work
ing out, are simply these: you white
workers support us in our enslavement
of the non-white majority of the earth's
population, and we will reward you with
a monopoly of skilled jobs, education and
health facilities superior to those of
the non-whites, the opportunity to oc
casionally promote one of your number
out of the laboring class, social privileges
and a whole series of privileges befit
ting your white skin.
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THE DANGERS OF MACE
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of the eyes and cataracts. However, Wyeth
did not report these effects to the Federal
Drug Administration until November 1965,
at which time all testing of the chemical
was suspended.

In an October, 1966, meeting in New
York; the N.Y. Academy of Sciences
assailed the FDAforwithdrawingthec~m

pound altogether and issued a formal re
quest for reinstatement as a contro~led

investigational drug. On December 12,
1966, . .the FDA acqUiesced on condition
that its approval was obtained before any
plans were undertaken. There was good
reason: Use of DMSO will be restricted to
cutaneous application in serious condi
tions •.• for which no satisfactory therapy 
is now available .•• Patients must be ful
ly informed of the effects of DMSO in
animals and told of the possibility that
these may occur in humans •.• Damage
to major organs .•. has occurred in lab
0ratory animals when massive doses of
the drug were administered and, in some
cases, when doses close to clinical levels
were used. Damage to embryos also was
observed .•. Adverse reactions attributed
to DMSO have ranged from headaches and
dizziness -to dermatitis and ulceration of
the skin.

(FEDERAL REGISTER, 12/23/66)

one around who has in mind a strategy for
beginning radical activity in this area.'

Uncertain Future

Pittsburgh's future is _quite uncertain.
One of the largest things in the offing is
the McCarthy campaign, which has real
ly turned on the liberals and adult peace
groups in town. These groups were horri
fied by the NCNP circus in Chicago, have
been talking about little else since, and
plan to be very careful about who they
associate with in the future. They will
probably be able to enlist the more con
servative members cf the _student peace
group in their activities. The more radical
students will be uninterested in the Mc
Carthy thing, and will probably have most
of their time taken up with resistance
ceremonies and activities, which have
a way of being self-perpetuating: more
draft cards turned in at church, induction
refused, support rallies, legal defense
committees, fund-raising, etc.

The only thing that could save Pitts
burgh from being confined to McCarthy-
type activities and narrow student resis
tance activities would be an orgall-izing
effort outside these confines which caught
on in a big way. Thus, if full-time 01'

,ganizing with high school students or
with labor, for example, produced some
thing tangible in the way of anti-war
.or other radical activity, it would probab
ly be possible to convince more students
and maybe even some adults to devote
most or all of their time to such work.
Bat until such organizing is more success
ful and shown to be vital, it is likely that
Pittsburgh radical activity will be'meagre
and confined mainly to anti-war actions
directed toward people already opposed to
the war••

"Stee l Tforker" 1 '/iood Cut

Recently, an organic chemist who had ac
cess to the ,General Ordinance Equipment
Company . (the Pittsburgh manufacturer
of Mace) specification sheet informed
this writer that Mace contained dimethyl
sulfoxide - DMSO - an industrial solvent
which is a byproduct of the pulp and
paper industry. A few years ,ago, medical
researchers discovered that DMSO dis
plays the remarkable, ability to instantly
penetrate skin tissue, providing immed
iate absorption and circulation for any
drug it carries.

Since 1964, DMSO has had a comp~~x

and controversial history. Its remark
able ability to "permanize" other drugs
has led medical researchers in malaria
control to suggest that it might be used
to. impregnate the skin with insect repel
lent for long periods of time. From its
experimental use with schizophrenics, it
has been diSCovered that DMSO might con
trol the chemical pe:letration of brain tis
sue and thus alter the transmission of
nerve signals. In September 1964, Wyeth
Laboratory, which had been testing DMSO
for possible distribution as a miracle
"carrier" for heart patients and others
who require emergency drug treatment,
first noted DMSO' s dangers. In experimen
tal animals it caused severe,eye c.:.amage:
abnormal changes in the refractive index

By Beverly Leman

Blacks & European Ethnics

All of this leaves out the two groups
which comprise a majority of the people
in Pittsburgh: the European ethnics and
the black people.-In the case of the-blacks
(about 20% of the city), there is consider
able activity along civil rights lines, and
even some black-power activity in the
high schools, neither of which I feel com
petent to report on. On the anti-war front,
every so often white student radicals dis
cussing plans will get excited and agree
that they know black guys who want to do
anti-draft stuff. But it always turns out
they are all thinking of the same (one)
black guy, who it turns out ;s not 8t all
interested (not surprisingly) in talking to
ghetto kids about student-type resistance
activity. As far as the European ethnics
(about 35% of the city), ~here is simply no

STANLEY KOPPEL

Youth Leadership Club of the Irene Kauf
man jewish Center to conduct a study
group about Vietnam. The group was
made up of aDout 20 middle-class high
school kids. The sessions varied great
ly in 'their success. The kids' eyes swam
and attendance dropped off when such
things as the Geneva Accords were dis
cussed, but on such matters as dissent
and the domino theory, quite lively discus
sions occurred. The seminar ended just
before Christmas. Most of the kids re
mained unchanged in their rabid anti
communism, but they did become mod
erately opposed to the war. A few of them
expressed interest in some sort of anti
war activity, which hopefully will follow
in the next few months. A similar study
group will probably be g i v e n to the
Mother's Day Out (I) group of the Uni
tarian Church.

THE MOVEMENT

Three attempts have been made to
reach into non-student non-adult-peace
group activities in PittSburgh. In an inte
grated working class area called'Hazel
wood, anti-war work was begun by a few
organizers and a large group of Pitt stu
dents during the summer. They started
with a canvassing project which found,
according to the project, 83% of the people
against the war. A few attempts were
made at organizing such anti-war sen
timent, but failed for two reasons. First,
it ended up with white students dealing
with black people (featuring a scene in
which a black guy walked up to a black
basketball game, stopped it, and an
nounced, "This here gir1 (white) wants
to talk to you guys about the draft").
And secondly, the project failed because
all the students went back to school and
stopped work.

A labor project was started by two
organizers and several volunteers, fea
turing a leaflet which tied in the war
with anti-strike action. It was handed out·
mainly at the several steel plants here.
At the bottom was a "for further infor
~ation . . ." coupon, addressed to Viet
nam Summer. Some response, about half
from black people, was received. The
follow-up on this action consisted of sev
eral pamphlets sent and then a ca'n from
a local Labor for Peace group. A city
wide meeting of this group is planned for
February.

The attempt to work with the middle
class materialized in one instance. An
organizer got ten weeks' access to the

About this time, Arlo Tatum of the Cen
tral Committee For Conscientious Objec
tors blew through town, spoke on draft
reSistance, and said that to him it seemed
that turning in one's draft card was the
only meaningful political and moral thing
to do, and that while this might land you
in jail for five years, you could do more
honest anti-war work when you get out.
In the wake of the "We Wont' Go" fizzle
and the Dow failure, there was a rather
desperate feeling, especially an:ong the
leadership, that "we have to DO some
thing." Given this situation, Tatum made
quite an impression, since turning in one's
draft card was certainly doing something.
Anyone arguing that as an isolated action
it was politically irrelevant and martyish
was silenced with, "Well, what else is
there to do that means anything?"

So a BostolJ-type church ceremony,
rather impressive if you go for that sort
of' thing, was put together on December
4th. Nine guys turned their cards in,
(A majority of them were padding: people
wit:h---C.O. ~status, discharges, or people
who had already turned their cards in).
An adult support group was qUickly form
ed, complete with an "aiding and abett
ing" statement. Perhaps more important,
enough of the leadership of the student
peace group (two or three) participated
to create the feeling for the rest that
this was really the thing they should do. At
the Sf.me time, however, most were un
willing to do so, so that it now looks as
if a kind of paralysis will set into the
student group, in which draft resistance
will become the action of the brave elite,
while any other type of action will be
considered ineffective and hypocriical.

Reaching Out

Card Tum-Ins

TO BUILD
AMOVEMENT

PITTSBURGH·
GROPING
ATTEMPTS

FEBRUARY 1968

We Won't Go

Pittsburgh is a long way from the
shut-down streets of Oakland, JOIN ac
tivities in Chicago, and the urban gueril
la bands in New York. This is a tra
ditionally reactionary city, which did not
go Democratic until 1936, and which was
still at the height of McCarthyism in its
politics and its university in the late
1950's. The city sports a contingent of
adult peace groups, some fledgling uni
versity-reform and anti-war activities
at Pitt, and a few part or full-time or
ganizers who are trying to move into
other areas of the city. Uttle in the
way of new tactics or success has oc
curred in Pittsburgh, yet the situation
here is worth reporting because it may
be fairly indicative of the mediocre state
of the movement in most parts of the
country.

Meanwhile, the student peace group at
Pitt - led primarily by the "We Won't
Go" signers - embarked on a series of
university campaigns: secret research,
ROTC, and most prominently, anti - re
cruiting action. The Dow campaign caused
a crisis in the peace group because it
brought about a startling realization:
"Education" was in many ways a mis
leading goal, because the simple fact was _
that a vast majority of the students at
Pitt wanted the Dow and other recruiters
there, knew that this was vital to their
future careers, and were not about to be
"educated" out of thinking so. Given
this fact, the group realized that in the
future it would either have to drop such
campaigns, or face up to the fact that its
actions were sure to alienate a majority
of the campus. This came as a surprise
to most members of the group, either
beca\lse they had come from campuses in
which a majority of the students were
against such things as Dow, or because
they had thought "education" was the
solution to any such situation. Another
discouraging episode in this campaign was
the realization that many of our precious
"allies" on the faculty became class ene
mies on this issue: one liberal professor
stated flatly that as a member of the
university disciplining committee he would
push for our expulsion if anyone sat-in
in the placement office.

Draft Activities

To start with draft activities: four
months ago about 20 guys, all Pitt stu
dents, gathered in a living room and
drew up a rather typical •'We won't go"
statement. There was the usual split be
tween the pacifists and the politicoes, ane!
the statement was made general enough
to accommodate both. Whether to sign

- """tIie'statemenL-w.-as a b-ig decision for'
many'in the group. Only last spring sev
eral of them had felt that they would
never sign such a thing, because they
didn't want to ruin their careers, not to
mention going to jail. Even at the time
of the signing, there were middle-of
the-night calls in which people, on sec
ond thought, asked that their name be
scratched from the list.

Plans were laid for action by the
group. Some wanted to leaflet induction
centers, with an aim to doing draft coun
seling. Others wanted to speak and work
with existing middle-class groups, with
high school kids, PTAs, and churches.
With a few exceptions most of these plans
fizzled out, primarily because most sign
ers viewed their action as a one-shot
affair.

.•
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their black brothers, but on the class
struggle, and renounced their right to a
say in their destiny.

Of course the acceptance of privilege
and the maintainance of white supremacy
was not in the interest of either white or
black workers I The result of the over
turning of Reconstruction and the defeat
of Populism is the impoverished South
of today. The result of the CIO's wrong
turn in 1940 is the deteriorating con
ditions of labor and the oleomargarine
unions which dominate in every industry.

The ending of white supremacy does not
pose the slightest peril to the real in
terests of the white workers, but to their
fancied interests, their counterfeit in
terests, their white-skin privileges.

Renouncing Privilege

Once again the signs point to an upturn
in the militancy of the American workers,
including the whites. And once again the
white workers will be faced with a choice:
unite with the black people for our com
mon interests, including the defeat of
white supremacy and the repudiation of the
white-skin privilege; or unite with the'
boss to maintain them.

Solidarity between black and white re
quires more from the white than a will
ingness to "help the Negroes up if it
doesn't lower us any." It requires a will
ingness to renounce our privileges, pre
cisely to "lower ourselves" in order that
we can all rise up together. If anyone says
that it will be difficult to get the whites to
renounce their privileges, I readily con
cede the difficulty - whoever said it
would be east to make a revolution? But
is anyone thinks it is possible to skip
this renunciation and to build coalitions
between blacks and whites who want to
maintain their privileges, I will point to
1877, 1904 and 1940, and say that if this
task is not tackled and achieved, we will
see the same thing over again: the crisis
comes, conditions worsen, the working
people are radicalized, and then-defeat,
because the white-skin privilege and its

~__~~ ideology were not specifically,
directly, consistently and courageously
denounced and renounced, in words and in
deeds.

Tactics

Now, what does all this mean for our
tactics? I have some suggestions:

(1) in all our work we should bring the
question of white supremacy to the
fore. Thus in opposing the VietNam

.war, we should especially expose it
as a racist, white supremacist war,
an extension of U.S. genocidal
policies toward Indians and Afro
Americans.

(2) we should discover. and take advan
tage of every opportt(nity to point out
to white workers the \llature of the
white supremacist de<i\ and show
them how it operates a~inst them
by tying them to their en'emy, the
bosses.

(3) for my third suggestion, I can do
no better than to quote a memo
written in June 1966 by Anne Braden
to the Southern Student Organizing
Committee:

"Now, the pendulum seems to be swing
ing the other way, and more and more
white people are deciding they must reach
the white Southerner ...

"I am glad they are deciding this.
\ "What I disagree with is the concept
that they will organize these poor white
Southerners completely apart from the
Negro movement -- and figure that some
where down the road, maybe several
years hence, maybe they'll get together
in some sort of coalition.

" I don't think it can work that way...

Blacks Organize Whites

"Again to be specific, if you are going
to engage in a project (rural or urban)
to organize poor white people, I can see
how it might be desirable (and it may
happen whether you think it is desirable
or not) for' Negroes to be organiZing the
black people in that community into an
independent organization. But when you go
to and organize the white people I think
you have to say to them in front, from
the very word go, that if they are going
to be effective and solve their problems
they are going to have to team up with
those black people over there and find
terms that are acceptable to the black
people to do it on, and I think you should
go to these white people with teams of
black and white organizers working to
gether.

"White people may not be able to work
in organizing Negro communities and may-

, be should not -- for all the reasons
stated recently ... But I think black or
ganizers are urgently needed to work in
white communities.

"In other words, I am saying that I
think you have to confront the white
Southerner you are trying to reach with
this whole question of racism and what
it has done to him from the very be
ginning.

•'Some may say this is impossible -
it will frighten him off and you'll never
get to him. I am not saying it will be
easy. We will fail many times. But I think
we must begin trying in the beginning
because I think if you wait it will get
harder as time goes on and not easier.

"In fact, if you begin to organize
groups of white people without tackling
this issue in a very concrete way, I think
the problem is much greater than that YOu(
will just be wasting your time. I think
you may be creating a Frankenstein...

"As I understand it, Saul Alinsky had
this experience in Chicago. He organized
Negroes on the Southside -- and he or
ganized the Back-of-the-Yards movement
which was all white and poor and very
oppressed. The Back-of-the-Yards move
ment became very strong and effective
in fighting its own oppression -- but
later it was the backbone of a movement

to keep Negroes out of that part of
Chicago •..

•'What I am saying is that we must
try to avoid such mistakes by beginning
in the very beginning to try to convince
white people that their interest lies in
teaming up with Negroes -- even if the
Negroes want and are forming their own
organizations. And if we hope to con
vince them, we must confront them with
the issue as we start -- because it will
get harder as people get more organized,
stronger in their own organization, more
solidified, etc,"
I think Ann Braden's suggestions for
Southern organiZing apply with equal force
throughout the country.

(4) we should find and put forward
slogans and issues which make con
crete the repudiation of privilege,
and which are tied in as closely as
possible with building unity and
winning real benefits. For example,
in a shop which is not organized, in
stead of trying to organize a union
around the demand of straight
sen i 0 r it Y (an obvious white-skin
privilege, since it was the boss who
decided whom to hire first), we
should try to rally the workers
around a demand like the following:
a contract provision that at no time
in a layoff could a greater propor
tion of Negroes be included than
their proportion in the plant. Another
provision might be that workers in
the most dangerous, dirtiest de
partments (usually Negroes) receive
a special seniority bonus. I think
these demands would appeal to the
sense of fair play of working men
and women.

LikeSDS Draft Position

An excellent example of the practical
application of my thesis is the SDS posi
tion on the draft, of opposing the draft and,
at the same time, denouncing the n-5
student deferment as a racial (and class)
privilege whose only purpose is to divide
the anti-war movement, and not merely
denouncing it, but calling upon all students
to renounce it. I don't want to attribute
the totality of my views to SDS; I merely
applaud their stand as the only honest one
under the circumstances.

I don't claim to have the best tactical
solutions to the problem I raise. But I do
say that if all of us in the movement don't
find ways to win the white workers to
repudiate their white-skin privileges and
oppose white supremacy, then we might
as well, as one of my friends says,
"piss on the fire and summon the hounds,"
because the hunt is over.

At this point the main thing., in my
opinion, is to create a wide-spread aware
ness among white working people of the
nature of the white supremacist deal. I
am confident that the American working
class, which gave. birth to May Day and
International Worn e n's LJ·1\'. which
developed and creatively aiJplied tit"
tactics of the sit-in 5trike, r v'.lng pickets
and the slow-LioWl., will be 3.1'1f' to come
up with plenty of ways to repudiate a
deal once they have decided it is in their

interest to do so.

Too Moralistic?

In discussing my thesis with movement
people, I have s'ometimes encountered the
objection that my approach is a moralistic
rather than a materialistic one, that it
relies on idealism rather than "self
interest". To this I answer as follows:

(I) The "moralistic" John Brown made
a far greater contribution to the
struggle of labor than all of the
sophisticated "Marxists" in the
pre-Civil Wat labor movement (and
there were some, even then) who
shied away from directly opposing
chattel slavery because, they felt,
"the workers wouldn't go along."

(2) As a worker I resent the prejudice,
common among student radicals,
that the w.orkers can only be moved
by narrow economic considerations
while they, the students, are radicals
for reasons of idealism. I point to
the thousands and thousands of white
workers who marched off to war for
the Union singing, .,As He died to
make men holy, let us die to make
men free," And I would predict that
the next few years will show that the
great acts of heroism on the part
of the working people will be called
forth not by demands for a nickel
an hour but by the •'idealistic" ,
"moralistic" slogans of the solidar
ity and humahity of labor.

(3) the repudiation of the white-skin
pri'vilege is in the interests, both
short and long range, of the white
workers, and the only problem is to
help them (and some of our radi
cals) see it.

"Working Class" & "Poor"

Just one more point. I notice that I use
the terms "working class" and "poor" in
a somewhat inter-changeable manner,
which might offend some people who seem
to regard them as two separate. non
overlapping categories. In this regard,
perhaps I might be permitted to cite
personal experience. As recently as six
years ago, I was running~
in a sweatshop for $1:~hour.~y._
I am more highly skilled and better paid;
I. make $3.65 per hour. (According to
the government, tbat is almost enough to
maintain a family of four, exactly what I
have, at what they call a "minimum ade-
quate" standard of living.) Between the
two extremes I have had various spells
of unemployment, with and without com
pensation. Judging by certain develop-
ments within the economic sphere, such
as the British devaluatfon of the pound
and the U.S. unfavorable balance of pay-
ments, I fully expect, within the next few
years, to be glad to work again for $1.15
an hour, if I can get it. While I can
clearly see the difference between a bad
job and one that's not so bad, and be-
tween an unemployed worker and an em-
ployed one, I can't see a difference be-
tween working class and poor, except,
perhaps, that there are other people be-
sides workers who are poor. ...

NEW LEFT VISITS CAMBODIA Continued fro~ page 7
currency exercises, for it is apparently
worthwhile to have many people virtually
unemployed in the hope of making a
few sales a day,

The role of foreign currency then,
should not be understood in terms of its
power over others but in terms of the
number of people who can afford to spend
their time trying to get some of it. There
are not only many shops for the foreign
ers, but also over-staffed hotels and
restaurants, many more pedicabs than
can be continually employed, and chil
dren haWking cigarettes, magazines and
newspapers.

That economic circumstance makes it
easy to understand the colonialist frame
of mind that mistakes the interest of the
pedicab driver in the fare for interest or
respect for the person. But though that
is readily overcome by New Leftie::: in
Asia, there are still many ways in which
a kind of honkie arrogance goes with them,
and much of learning. about Cambodia
was learning about that arrogance. We
were surprised, for example, when hav
ing toid someone we were "from Ameri-

ca," he asked with a straight face if that

was North or South America. I was sur
prised when a young night clerk in the
hotel didn't know the postage for a letter
to Germany because he didn't know what
~ontinent it was on, but then I recalled
~ome of our discussions.

~sson of Cambodia

In subtle 'ways, we were still thinking
of the rest of the world as teeming
hordes madly trying to ape We s t ern
technology and style and assumed that
the doings of the West were somehow
central to their lives. And it is even pos
sible from reading the reports of revo
lutionary governments like Hanoi to think
that the Third' World sees success or
failures in Western terms. The lesson of
Cambodia is that this simply is not so. Asia
understands the W est because it was
colonized by the West, and it under
stands perhaps better than we do our
selves the aggressiveness and arrogance
that underlies our cultare. But it rejects
that aggressiveness for itself and looks

to the West only in terms of how it might
harm the way of life that already exists in
Cambodia.

The War

The war is only forty miles away from
Phnom Penh, and at night you can watch
the fires caused by shelling along the
border. There are' constant declarations
from the government about the war and the
American plans against Cambodia - one
of the rumors circulating in Phnom Penh
during our stay was that the Americans
planned to bomb Sihanoukville, Cam
bodia's deep-water port on the Gulf of
Siam 0;1 the precext of stopping arms
shipmellts to the NLF (Sihanouk re
sponded to Westmo,eland's charges by
suggesting that if the US was serious
about stopping arms flow, they should
bomb the USSR and China). While we
were in Phnom Penh, the papers an
nounced the beginning of a program in
all provinces for training guerilla regi_
ments; at the same time, the paperI'

were .running a serialized history of

national insurrections (guerilla move
ments) in Cambodia in the last cen
tury.

And the people will respond to the gov
ernment's call if the invasion comes,
but in a way the proclamations are as
irrelevant to the people as the sunglasses
in the shops. They understand the danger.
of the West in a much deeper sense than
any government statement could suggest
because they have seen Western colonial
rule and know that livjng in this world is
like livi.ng in a house with a lunatic on the
loose. We knew they understood the in
sanity of the West when we watched the
NLF guerilla dance troupe perform a
skit for an audience in Phnom ['~nh that
showed American GI's trying to seduce
Vietnamese village women defending their
homes by doing the twist -the audience
roared with appreciation. "yestern geni
tal arrogance, Western cultural depra
vity, Western military brutality all flow
ed together in the skit and .struck home
with those people. As. I sat there, I

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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"SUBVERSIVE" ATTACK

ON DU BOIS CLUBS

and significant way at the time that J ohn
son is nominated,. turning the delegates
back into the amphitheater as they at
tempt to leave, demanding that the Amer
ican people be given a choice, demand
ing that thev reconsider a .decision not
in the national interest, a decision that
can only lead to the funeral of the demo
cratic policies that support racism and
the war, should carry not only us, but
thousands of Americans into an active'
boycott of the elections and giant show-.
down in Washington to prevent the in-'
auguration next January.

Priorities

lHE MOVEMENT: Do you feel that na
t ion a 1 confrontations
such as you envision
for the Democratic
Convention detract
from your own priority
of organizing locally?

DAVIS: Yes, in part. The Democratic
Convention will have mixed results for
local building. Since most people in the
movement are not organizers, it is said
that a national action allows non-organ
izers to find a role. I believe it also
reinforces the idea that one's role is to
go to demonstrations rather than build
radical organizations day -to-day. And
pressure mounts among the actual day
to-day organizers to respond to the call
and fit their local needs into the national
strategy of the moment.
THE MOVEMENT: Why then do yOll ac

tively support building
the machinery you
called' for in prep
aration for the Demo
cratic Convention con
frontation?

DAVIS: The confrontation will have mixed
results for local organizing and highly
important consequences in other ways. I
believe it is important for what we can say
to Americans at this time. I believe it is
very important to Vietnam. And frankly
I see it as a possible turning point for the
~ai\d-the...mo-v:ement.

If the Convention confrontation can be
placed in a broader strategy, it can
perhaps induce many people to take up
organizing pOSitions. Can the Democratic
Convention focus have a relationship to
an over-all white organizing drive be
ginning in the summer? Can SDS, the Stu
dent Mobilization, the Resistance, the
Young Christian Movement provide the
network for recruitment and the resources
for training and direction to make possible
new white projects in dozens of com
munities leading up to the Democratic
Convention and then continuing beyond it.
Can the anti-war movement, identified
publicly as people who organize national
days of resistance, or Washington marches
or bank accounts for NY Times adver
tisements, be com e associated more
directly with efforts to build power
locally?

I'm interested personally in ,working

thought back over the countless argu
ments with liberals 1 had been through
when I tried to counter those neat" spheres
of influence" type arguments ir. which
Cambodia is just another space where
someone places a pawn and realizes that it
is enough to know that those people in
Cambodia understand their lives in a
very different way. In 'the long run, their
perception is much more impor~ant as a
factor than all the slick theories pro
duced in US academe.

US Will Move
It seems clear now that the US will move

against Cambodia, though it may delay
until the International Control Com mis
sion has dome some of the reconnaisance
and cleared some helicopter landi.ng areas.
But the force that will move people to de
fend themselves in Cambodia is prevalent
throughout Southeast Asia. ThaEand now
has 12 provinces under martial law,
which means population relocation and
police terror is underway; Laos is faced
with a 30,000 man Pathet Lao force (ac
cording to the New York TIMES even)
that has been taking concerted actions in

for the Democratic Convention challenge
because it's being held in Chicago--a
really arrogant thing for Daley to do-
and 'because I want to work more directly
with the anti-war movement as an or
ganizer, and this offers me a way to do

just that. One of the challenges to or
ganizers is how the enormous energy
and numbers of people who are opposed
to the Vietnam war can be directed to
wards building organization which has
permanency, power and radical posture long
after Vietnam. .

Beyond Vietnam

THE MOVEMENT: How does the Viet
nam issue become the
issue of imperialism
and how should the
ant i-war movement
organize to outlast the
Vietnam war?

DA VIS: SNCC, SDS and the people who
make up the Resistance have been fairly
successful. Perhaps they offer approaches
to the problem. I would add, as a way
to expand into the constituencies which
perhaps these people are not reaching,
the idea of ' 'localiZing the anti-war
movement." Since returning from North
Vietnam, and speaking to more diverse
groups than I am accustomed, I have

. been struck by the militancy of suburban
groups, ne..yly organized student com
mittees and clergy peace associations
on the issue of the war. People are will
ing to wo::-k as organizers, as well as
support the Resistance, etc., if they believe
it will help build pressure to f.'nd the war.
These same groups become angry, bored
or generally turned off if they are bom
barded with words like imperialism, neo
colonialism, or tightly drawn analysis too
thick with Marxist or left slogans.

Not everyone who comes in the front
door of the JOIN office in Chicago is
opposed to the Democratic Party; the
machine and the war in Vietnam. It may
only be the policeman who beat their
head or the case-worker who is threaten
ing to cut off support which provides the
will to consider a political act, For the
organizer the problem is to search with
that individual for the process which is
the most liberating and radicaliZing, as
the immediate political act is thought
through and carried out, a process which
can connect that individual to a larger
organization and more radical program.

If the radicals in the movement are to
give leadership to the anti-war movement
in its broadest sense, it will not be be
caw'!e we joined the Nationill-Mobiliza
tion to fight for "our-'politics" or de
manded a focus op , 'imperialist targets".
We will have to suggest programs and
organize work which aHow people new to
the movement to learn from experience
who holds power, how decisions are
made, the relationship of the war effort
to corporations which operate in every
major city. There are numerous examples

spite of the continual bombardment from
US planes. The NLF continues to make
incredi.b Ie offensives in the South, moving
now from the central highlands into the
Meko:Jg Delta and 'the coastal plains in
the North, areas that Westmoreland was
claiming two weeks earlier were beyond
NLF control.

Cambodians have not undergone the
struggle for independence that the Viet
namese have been forced to undertake.
But they share Wlth the Vietnamese a sense
of their own stabHity and identity. And
as the West disintegrates politically, psy
chologically and militarily, that sense of
stability, expressed now as a non-ag
gressive way of life, will become a major.
resource for struggle. For that stability
springs from an understanding of the
terms upoa which life is bearable; an
enemy can be quite clearly defined against
that understanding and fought wIth a ten
acity unknown to men hired to do a job.
The jungles of Cambodia are no less
impenetrable than those of South Viet
nam and the people who rise to fight im
perialism in Cambodia will be cut from
the same kind of cloth as the NLF.

of such an approach. Let me suggest
only one.

Discovering the War Makers

In those regions of the country where
the movement is strong in the ghettoes, I
would like to see organizers develop pro
grams that recruit people basically con
cerned about the napalming children or
the use of indiscriminate US fire power
against the civilian population of Vietnam
-- the people regarded by some in the
movement as too apolitical or too hllman
itarian to work with. The program might
begin by helping people learn about the
experimental weapons being used in Viet
nam: the Shrike guided missile, the elec
tron bomb, the cluster b()mbs, the cylinder
fragmentation bomb and the long line of
incindary weapons, toxic chemicals and
poison gases. Then research could begin
on who makes these weapons in the local
community--what corporations are in
volved, who sits on the board, where do
they live, what pOSitions of influence in
the community do they hold? The pro
gram would urge people to look into the
kinds of weapons that are actually being
used in Vietnam only to learn that the peo
ple who manufacture these weapons that
have been banned by international agree
ment are the, very people who sit on the
Board of Education and the Mayor's Com
mittees in their own cities. This process,
I suspect, would radically expand people's
consciousness and the scope of possible
activity. Suddenly the war makers be
come real people, the same people, if the
gfJetto movement is strong, who are being
attacked by the blacks or poor whites
because of rotten schools or urban re
newal. War crime tribunals that put these
individuals on public trial for complicity
in US war crimes might represent still
another dimension of a process that be
gins with simple moral concerns but al
lows "nice" people to grow politically
through their own work and experience.

I believe anti-war acdvity of this sort -
and there are many other examples--be
gins to suggest to various movement con
stituencies in a city new kinds of political
relationships we have not seen signif
icantly at a local level.

Repression

THE MOVEMENT: We've been reading
reports coming into
our office of peopIe
supoened, arrested or
investigated all over
the country. It appears
there is a coordinated
effort to intimidate and'
infiltrate every pro
test organization. In
fact, it appears that
the Administration is
extremely afraid for
it's convention next
summer and will be
making moves to re
press those involved

The Subversive Activities Control Board
(S.A.C.B.) is conducting hearings against
the DuBois Clubs, beginning on Feb. 5 in
New York. The hearings are part of the
same proceedings begun against the Du
Bois Clubs in March 1966.

The hearings will be conducted under
the provisions of the "new" McCarran
Act, signed by LBJ on Jan. 2, 1968.
The new legislation is designed to take
the "unworkable" kinks out of the old
McCarran Act. Provisions for punishment
have been improved and expanded.

It is now possible for the governmentto
label any organization a "communist
front" by producing a stool pigeon who
will simply charge that one or more
people in the leadership of the organiza
tion are members of the Communist Par
ty.

The new act also overcomes the prob
lem of the governments previous inability
to force an organization to register as a
"front:' The solution is characteristic:
after the SACB conducts its k a n gel' 0 0

court, the government registers for youl
The new act retains its nightmare pro

visions concerning "detention" camps for

in the con v e n t ion
, strategy. How should
the movement respond
to these events?

DAVIS: While the movement is still small
and generally overly preoccupied with
talking to itself, these .limitations every
day are breaking down, as new people,
fed up and disgusted, turn to us for
direction and work, or igr.ore us and
create exciting political communities of
their own. It seems to me that there is
every reason. to believe that conditions
are with those who want the movement
to be vastly broadened.

The Viet Cong believe that the Unitee
States has been militarily defeated i!
South Vietnam and that the question oj
NLF victory is a question of time. John·
son--or for that matter all public can· .
didates for President--appear unpreparec
to accept a military defeat, at least for
some time. So, as sickening as it is,
every sign points to a long war anc
greater and greater loss of American
lives. Thus far, the only response of the
Administration to the black ghetto revolts
has been to improve police tacticS, train
ing and manpower. So, every sign points
towards more intense black-police war
fare in our cities. And finally the reports
from the inner circles of international
finance capitalis,m point with horror to the
softening of currency, the new protective
tariffs in the US and the rising US price
level, signs which even conservative econ
omists now claim point toward economic
slump or worse in this country. It seems
the very conditions we deplore harbor the
potential for a vast swelling of our move
m ent and our power, as the war, riots
and recession converge on ordinary peo
ple.

Need Positive View

This reading of conditions makes it im
perative, I believe, that we develop afresh
and positive view of the role we may play
in this country and the world. We are not
the Communist Party in the middle part
of this century. We must not face re
pression by taking the defensive, by send
ing large numbers of people underground
or seeking to protect otn;:.selvesbL~ _
ing what we stand for at our public trials.
I believe we must turn every trial into
a trial of the system, that we should fight
off paranoia as much as possible 0.8 re-
pression comes and that we should seek
the widest support for our actions and for
our right to hold and express our con-
victions. ~'m calling not only for a polit-
ical strategy of~ openness, but among
ourselves for a psychologicalframe-work
that allows us to turn outward rather
than inward as the going getf. rough. The
escalation of the war in Vietnam has
only strengthened the Vietnamese struggle
as they turn each stage of the escalation
into a new response to their own people.
The escalation of the war of repression
in the United.States might be seen as that
kind of org'anizing possibility for us.

+-

"subversives:'
The hearings come at a critical time

The government has already launched ;
full scale attack on the black community
as well as major efforts at repression 0

the anti-war movement and left in 'gen
eral. Its attack on the DuBoIs Clubs i:
part of this larger climate. HUAC hear·
ings are scheduled to begin soon agains
a number of movement organizations.

A press release from the DuBois Club
states: "We are determined to do every
thing in our power to resist this attack 0

democratic liberties of all Americans an:
to prevent the government from broadenini
its attack on the 0uBois Clubs to an attacJ
on the entire movement:'

The DuBois Clubs have requested tho.
people and organizations help in the fol·
lowing ways: Issuing press releases show·
ing your organizations opposition to th'
hearings; helping to mobilize the protes
actions to take place on Feb. 5 and through
out the hearings; sending telegrams an
letters to Johnson and Atty. Gener0.1 Ram
sey Clark dem'l1nding an end to SACB hear
ings •.md the repeal of the new McCarra
Act.
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SUPREME COURT RULES
McCULLAN CAN'T USE

STOLEN DOCUMENTS
The Supreme Court has ruled that

documents stolen from poverty workers
in Eastern Kentucky cannot be turned
over to the McClellan Committee. The
Braden's, McSurely's and Mulloy had
been charged with sedition in Kentucky.
The court threw the charges out. Then
McClellan, the red-baiter, wanted to
get his crack at them. McClellan's case
would have rested on the stolen docu
ments, The Supreme Court ruling means
that the McClellans of this~v wi U ./
have a harder time1n~...;.hey' -
have to get their evidence honestly.

STATE
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sort of the Kennedy-'Fulbright thing, he
smiles, you know, protest at the polls.

. No, draft card burning isn't his sort of
thing. And now that he is captured, he
wants the war over. Because he is our
American and he doesn't like being incon
venienced with a broken leg and arm, holed
up in North Vietnam. He is a strange
specimen. He is part of the agit-prop
drama again. He doesn't believe in what
he has done; he doesn't know what he has
done.

And my friend's child. after the film
is over says: but you're not supposed to

.bomb hospitals, its one of the rules. And
how do you explain that the rules are
drawn up to entangle us in a web of illusion.
that the rules are the gUidelines of good
theater, with re-election the payoff in
stead of box office receipts. A nightmare
Alice in Wonderland of rules, where we
must go to movies such as this to find
reality. •

Please send me:

ADDRESS

CITY

== NAME

MALCOLM Xand CHE GUEVARA

And then, . like a surreal dart. a real
anti-personnel bomb is dropped on us as
we see The American again. a pilot lying
in a hospital bed. two weeks -after he has .
been downed by Vietnamese rifles. Whois
this man - this killer who does not know
that he kills? He tells us that he drops
hls bombs from such high altitudes that
it is hard to see what you hit. Sure, he
used anti-personnel bombs, sure he says,
the Vietnamese have been real friendly
to him. They've treated him well we are
told. What's his position on the war? Oh,

American POW

created, and the real ways the Viet
namese have solved them. There is no
sense of despair - for here is a strong,
organized people with the indefatigable
determination to survive, not Singly, but
as a people. Their most important weapon
is themselves - hands, minds, skill
machinery gets bombed into oblivion, but
people run into fmc holes -and live. Viet
namese women~-'men, children; villagers
with Catholic crosses around their necks.
Drums beating, bells ringing - warnings
of planes coming with bombs, big bombs,
and small "anti-personnel" bombs. Vil
lages destroyed, homes obliterated, limbs'
broken, bellies torn open, chil<ken mourn
ing for a dead mother, singing girls and
boys, flutes playing in the evening as
people work, as rice is planted, as grain
is harvested. Bicycles loaded with rocks
to- repair roads on which transport to
Hanoi takes place as soon as the sun sets.
Vietnam, real, whole, alive.

IiIAnT POSTE-HSI

By Ellen Estrin

There is a despair in our movement sometimes, a feeling that no matter what we do
the war will continue, that our actions are some sort of parody on resistance. that
we are part of a play by an absurdist playwright. I often feel that US politics is more
"agit-prop" than real, Johnson and the other Administration figures create political
crises in order to gain a political eff~ct; they attempt to solve the.crises for their own
aggrandisement. That was the situation with the Bay of Tonkin, and the new Pueblo
incident.

Different people react differently to
these agit-prop <kamas, some folks
believe them as they are reported, and
others take a leap of faith (while doubting
their reality), because to not accept the
Adn)inistration's version of the event
would force .them to doubt all else, the
"democratic way", the morality of Amer
ica. We, who habitually do not believe the
official tales, often tend to dismiss the
incidents because we don't know what to
do about them.·· Usually we say: "there
they go again, 'the bastards." Other times
we go out into the streets and get our
heads cracked open, because we can't
allow our anger to be totally submerged.
We try "organizing", demonstrating,
paper writing. Yet it'is within the frame
work of despair. Can we really stop the
war? Can we really bring on a revolution,
or do we do these things because to not
fight would be a kind of death?

1 usually avoid reading the news reports
on Vietnam in the daily press. They are
so strangely repetitive, as if they were
written by rote. perhaps by a computer.
in order to fill the space allotted to the
war on page two. How many did they say

.died today? How many mythological words
were spoken, b.ombs dropped, hills taken?
Vietnam becomes another unbelievable
creation of the bad playwrights who we
call the United Stc.tes Government. It is
easier to think of it that way.

Vietnam Is Not Playacting
--- ----50 it comes as a shock to be con

fronted with Vietnam as a reality, as a
country of people fighting daily con
frontations with the enemy, who is the
United States. It is a shock to compre
hend that the Vietnamese are playing no
games at all, and that the bombs which
we read about (in total numbers of mis
sions flown daily), <kop on them - and
injure them, and destroy their homes.
For us it may be an absurdist drama. to
which we respond with posters which
read' 'make love not war", or rock songs
like "Hot Damn Vietnam". or demon
strations where we flee down Nob Hill
while cops shoot mace at us. But to the
Vietnamese, this drama is their life.

Felix Greene's movie on North Viet
nam is more impressive than anything he
has done so far. He communicates an
amazing amount of information about how
the North Vietnamese fight their end of
the war. For the first time 1 understood
how they survive, and why they are un
defeatable - short of total annihilation.
Greene shows us how every member of
the population is being trained not only in
how to survive the bombings, but also
in guerilla warfare, in the event of a US
'g r 0 u n d invasion, US troops would be
powerless in a ground war, that is made
quite clear.

The film is also a political comment
on national liberation. Greene does not
forget that Vietnam is still in the process
of consolidating its own revolution, its
liberation from thousands of years of
foreign intervention and rule (first the
Chinese, then the French then the
Japanese, the French again, and now the
US).

We see our "enemy", these deep-eyed
chil<ken, the teen-age youth brigade
workers gigglin~as they scramble upfrom
a ditch to go back to work after a bomb
ing attack, the slim legged women plant
ing rice, with mud molded ar.ound their
calves. A single rose sits on the front
of the combat hat of one Vietnamese girl.

I enclose $ __ check if
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Human Tactics
But the film is more than a series of

hum an interest vignette s. Greene
describes tactical aspects of North Viet
namese defense so that we get a feeling
for the kinds of problems the war has
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